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Perfect for lifelong Mandie fans and readers just getting to know her, The Mandie Collection,

Volume 5, takes readers on one exciting journey after another, from a European tour to a visit to her

Cherokee kinpeople back home. Everywhere Mandie goes, mystery and adventure find her!

Includes Mandie and the Fiery Rescue, Mandie and the Angel's Secret, and Mandie and the

Dangerous Imposters.
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Relive exciting mysteries and learn important life lessons with Mandie and Snowball and the whole

gang. Be part of the adventurous series that has sold over six million!Mandie and the Fiery

RescueContinuing on their European tour, Mandie and her friends head to Belfast, Ireland, where

they meet young Molly, who is intent on finding a leprechaun and his pot of gold. And the woman

who's been following them all over Europe makes yet another appearance!Mandie and the Angel's

SecretAfter a long summer of traveling throughout Europe, it's finally time for Mandie and the others

to head back to the States. But on the journey home, Mandie senses there are secrets

afoot--especially when plans are changed without her knowledge. Why is she being kept in the

dark?Mandie and the Dangerous ImpostersOn a visit to her Cherokee kinpeople, Mandie discovers

the troublemaking Tsa'ni has gone missing--and so has Mandie's uncle Wirt! Is this another of



Tsa'ni's pranks, or could it have something to do with the strange men who have been spotted

digging all over the mountain?

Lois Gladys Leppard (1924-2008) worked in Federal Intelligence for thirteen years in various

countries around the world before she settled in South Carolina. The stories of her own mother's

childhood as an orphan in western North Carolina are the basis for many of the incidents

incorporated in this series.

When I was about 10 yrs old, I received the first, original box set of books 1-5 in the series and was

hooked! (that was about 20 yrs ago :) I was fortunate to have a friend who collected the entire

series, so I was able to borrow the new sets from her or from our local library. Now I have a niece

who is nearing the age that she would enjoy these mysteries so I wanted to have the entire

collection to read together with her and/or let her borrow. I LOVE the fact that the series is now

volumes bound in 1 book (5 books in 1) so that it is fewer individual books to keep track of. Also,

there is something to be said for the accomplishment of reading a book that is over 300 pgs. when

you are so young.

great books for tween girls!

My 12 year old daughter loves these books. I love that they have good messages and morals, and

they keep kids interested. She can't put them down! I wish I could find more books like this that I

can be comfortable with her reading.

My granddaughter was thrilled. She had read the first 15 books in separate covers. Having only 1

volume to keep her little brothers from destroying is a good thing to her.

We're on volume 6! Great books for girls!

Mandie are great books for young girls. These are very moral, but exciting books. Our daughter

didn't like to read very much until she discovered Mandie books. She has read each volumes in

about a week (each volume contains 3 or 5 books). This volume was just an additional to her

collection. She is now waiting for volume 6. These are great books to invest in!



Bought for my daughter, since I loved them as a kid.She is about done with all of it.

This series is excellent. Very good morals, and they're interesting enough to keep my reader

entertained.
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